Abstract-Natural language understanding depends heavily on assessing veridicality -whether the speaker intends to convey that events mentioned are actual, non-actual, or uncertain. However, this property is little used in relation and event extraction systems, and the work that has been done has generally assumed that it can be captured by lexical semantic properties. Here, we show that context and world knowledge play a significant role in shaping veridicality. We extend the FactBank corpus, which contains semantically driven veridicality annotations, with pragmatically informed ones. Our annotations are more complex than the lexical assumption predicts but systematic enough to be included in computational work on textual understanding. They also indicate that veridicality judgments are not always categorical, and should therefore be modeled as distributions. We build a classifier to automatically assign event veridicality distributions based on our new annotations. The classifier relies not only on lexical features like hedges or negations, but also structural features and approximations of world knowledge, thereby providing a nuanced picture of the diverse factors that shape veridicality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Utterance understanding depends heavily on assessing whether the speaker intends to convey that the events described are actual, non-actual, or uncertain. A declarative like "The cancer has spread" conveys firm speaker commitment, whereas qualified variants such as "There are strong indicators that the cancer has spread" or "The cancer might have spread" imbue the claim with uncertainty. These event veridicality judgments, and the factors that guide them, have received considerable attention in logic, linguistics, and NLP [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] .
The FactBank corpus [14] provides an extensive set of veridicality annotations, which capture the ways in which lexical meanings and local semantic interactions determine veridicality. In this paper, we extend the FactBank annotations by bringing context and world knowledge into the picture. We had a large group of linguistically naïve annotators reannotate a portion of FactBank using only their commonsense intuitions. Together with the original FactBank annotations, the results paint a nuanced picture of the ways in which semantics and pragmatics interact to shape readers' veridicality judgments.
Our annotations also show that some uncertainty in the judgments must be captured. The newspaper says, United Widget said that its profits were up in the fourth quarter, but just how trustworthy is United Widget on such matters? Speakers are likely to vary in what they intend in such cases, and hearers (readers) are thus forced to operate under uncertainty when making the requisite inferences. The inherent uncertainty of pragmatic inference suggests to us that veridicality judgments are not always categorical, and thus are better modeled as distributions. We therefore treat veridicality as a distributionprediction task. We trained a maximum entropy classifier on our annotations to assign event veridicality distributions. Our features include not only lexical items like hedges, modals, and negations, but also structural features and approximations of world knowledge. The resulting model yields insights into the complex pragmatic factors that shape readers' veridicality judgments.
II. CORPUS ANNOTATION
FactBank provides veridicality annotations on 9,472 events from 208 newswire documents, relative to multiple discourse participants. The tags (summarized in Table I ) annotate event, participant pairs at the sentence level. Each tag consists of a veridicality value (certain, probable, possible, underspecified) and a polarity value (positive, negative, unknown). The participant can be anyone mentioned in the sentence as well as its author. In (1), for example, the event described by means is assigned two values, one relative to the source experts and the other relative to the author of the sentence.
(1) Some experts now predict Anheuser's entry into the fray means near-term earnings trouble for all the industry players. Veridicality(means, experts) = PR+ Veridicality(means, author) = Uu Discriminatory tests [6, [230] [231] [232] [233] [234] [235] , informed by lexical theories [15] , [16] , were used to guide the annotation, which was "textual-based, that is, reflecting only what is expressed in the text and avoiding any judgment based on individual knowledge" [14, 253] . The level of inter-annotator agreement was high (κ = 0.81, a conservative figure given the partial ordering in the tags).
How do readers assess veridicality when encouraged to offer judgments about their utterance understanding? To gain an empirical foundation in this area, we collected ten annotations each for 642 events from the FactBank training set annotated at the author level (all the PR+, PS+, PR-, PS-items plus some randomly chosen Uu, CT+ and CT-items). Subjects were recruited via Mechanical Turk, given a brief training session to help them conceptualize the tags properly, and then asked to decide whether the bold-faced event described in the sentence did (or will) happen. 177 workers participated. As expected given the more unconstrained setting, the level of agreement was lower than for FactBank (Fleiss κ = 0.53; again, this is conservative because it is insensitive to the ordering of the tags), but most of the disputes were about degree (e.g., CT+ vs. PR+) rather than about the basic veridicality judgment. At least 6 out of 10 workers agreed on the same tag for 500 of the 642 sentences (78%). For 53% of the examples, at least 8 Turkers agreed with each other, and total agreement is obtained for 26% of the data (165 sentences).
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The new annotations largely agree with those of FactBank, but there are some systematic differences. As a first step towards understanding these differences, we first restrict attention to the 500 examples for which at least six out of ten Turkers agreed on the annotation. Table II assesses the agreement between FactBank and the MTurk annotations on this 500-sentence subset of the data in which at least 6 of the 10 Turkers agreed on the label. We treat FactBank as one annotator and our collective Turkers as a second, with the majority label the correct one for that annotator. Our goal here is not to rigorously assess agreement, but rather only to probe for similarities and differences. The very poor value for PS-derives from the fact that, in this subset, that label was chosen only once in FactBank and not at all by our annotators.
There is modest to very high agreement for all the categories except Uu and CT+. The confusion matrix in Table III explicates these numbers. In FactBank, the Uu category is used much more often than it is used by the Turkers, and the dominant alternative choice for the Turkers is CT+. Thus, 1 Our annotations are available at http://christopherpotts.net/ling/data/factbank/. The divergence traces to the way in which lexicalist theories handle events embedded under attitude predicates like say, report, and indicate: any such embedded event is tagged Uu in FactBank. In contrast, in our annotations, readers do not view the veridicality of reported events as unknown. Instead, they are sensitive to markers in the embedded clause, the embedding verb, and subject. For example, even though the events in (1) and (2) are all embedded under some attitude predicate (say, predict), the events in (2a) and (2b) are assessed as certain (CT+), whereas the words highly confident in (2c) trigger PR+, and may in (2d) mainly leads to PS+. The FactBank and MTurk annotators also treat "possible" and "probable" differently. In FactBank, markers of possibility or probability (could, likely) uniquely determines the corresponding tag [6, 233] . In contrast, the Turkers allow the bias created by these lexical items to be swayed by other factors; as seen in (3) Similarly, in both sets of annotations, expected and appeared are often markers of PR events. However, in FactBank, the association is very tight, whereas our annotations often show a move to PS, as in (4) and (5). (4) For the purposes of comparing our annotations with those of FactBank, it is useful to single out the Turkers' majority-choice category, as we did above. However, we have 10 annotations for each event, which invites exploration of the full distribution of annotations, to see if the areas of stability and variation can teach us something about the nature of speakers' veridicality judgments. Figure 1 provides a high-level summary of the reaction distributions that our sentences received. The labels on the y-axis characterize types of distribution. For example, '5/5' groups the sentences for which the annotators were evenly split between two categories (e.g., a sentence for which 5 Turkers assigned PR+ and 5 assigned PS+, or a sentence for which 5 Turkers chose PR+ and 5 chose Uu). The largest grouping, '10', pools the examples on which all the annotators were in agreement.
We can safely assume that some of the variation seen in Figure 1 is due to the noisiness of the crowd-sourced annotation process. Some annotators might have been inattentive or confused, or simply lacked the expertise to make these judgments [17] . For example, the well-represented '1/9' and '1/1/8' groups probably represent examples for which veridicality assessment is straightforward but one or two of the annotators did not do a good job. If all the distributions were this skewed, we might feel secure in treating veridicality as categorical. However, there are many items for which it seems implausible to say that the variation is due to noise. For example, the '5/5' group includes sentences like (6) and (7), for which the judgments depend heavily on one's prior assumptions about the entities and concepts involved. This suggests to us that work on veridicality should embrace variation and uncertainty as being part of the characterization of veridicality, rather than trying to approximate the problem as one of basic categorization. (6) In a statement, the White House said it would do "whatever is necessary" to ensure compliance with the sanctions. [Uu: 5, PR+: 5] To automatically assign veridicality, we built a maximum entropy classifier [18] . In all our experiments, we use the Stanford Classifier [19] with Gaussian prior N (0, 1). For classification tasks, the dominant tradition within computational linguistics has been to adjudicate differing human judgments and to assign a single class for each item in the training data. However, in section II, we saw evidence in our annotations that veridicality is not necessarily categorical, in virtue of the uncertainty involved in making pragmatic judgments of this sort. In order to align with our theoretical conception of the problem as probabilistic, we treat each annotator judgment as a training item. Thus, each of the 642 sentences appears 10 times in our training data, with the label assigned by one Turker.
As test set, we used 130 sentences from the test items in FactBank, also annotated using the same Mechanical Turk prompt. For 112 of the 130 sentences, at least six Turkers agreed on the same value. The features were selected through 10-fold cross-validation on the training set.
a) Predicate classes: Saurí [6] defines classes of predicates that project the same veridicality value onto the events they introduce. The classes (e.g., ANNOUNCE, CONFIRM, SAY) also define the grammatical relations that need to hold between the predicate and the event it introduces. Like Saurí, we used dependency graphs produced by the Stanford parser [20] , [21] to follow the path from the target event to the root of the sentence. If a predicate in the path was contained in one of the classes and the grammatical relation matched, we added features for the lemma of the predicate, its predicate class, and whether the lemma was negated.
b) World knowledge: For each verb found in the path and contained in the predicate classes, we also added the lemma of its subject. Our rationale for including the subject is that readers' interpretations differ for sentences such as "The FBI said it received . . . " and "Bush said he received . . . ", presumably because of world knowledge they bring to bear on the judgment. To approximate such world knowledge, we obtained subject-verb bigram and subject counts from the New York Times portion of GigaWord and then included log(subject-verb counts/subject counts) as a feature. The intuition is that some of the embedded clauses carry the main point of the sentence and the subject-verb pairs then serve as evidential modifiers of the embedded clause [22] , with the overall frequency of such modifiers contributing to readers' veridicality assessments. c) General features: We used the event lemma, the lemma of the sentence root, the incoming grammatical relation to the event, and a general class feature. d) Negation: This feature captures the presence of negative contexts. Events are considered negated if they have a negation dependency in the graph or an explicit marker of negation as dependent (e.g., negation (not, never), downwardmonotone quantifiers (no, any), or restricting prepositions). Events are also considered negated if embedded into a negative context (e.g., fail, cancel). e) Modality: We used Saurí's list of modal words. We distinguished between markers found as direct governors or children of the event under consideration, and modal words elsewhere in the sentence. f) Conditional: Antecedents of conditionals and words clearly marking uncertainty are reliable features of the Uu category. We marked events in if -clauses or embedded under markers such as call for. Another reliable feature of Uu. We generated such feature if the sentence opens and ends with quotes, or if the root subject is we. Table IV gives log-likelihood values of the classifier for the training and test sets, along with the upper and lower bounds. The upper bound is the log-likelihood of the model that uses the exact distribution from the Turkers. The lower bound is the log-likelihood of a model that uses only the overall rate of each class in our annotations for the training data.
IV. RESULTS
KL divergence provides a related way to assess the effectiveness of the classifier. The KL divergence of one distribution from another is an asymmetric measure of the difference between them. We use example (2d) to illustrate. For that sentence, the classifier assigns a probability of 0.64 to PS+ and 0.28 to PR+, with very low probabilities for the remaining categories. It thus closely models the gold distribution [PS+: 7, PR+: 3]. The KL-divergence is correspondingly low: 0.13. The KL-divergence for a classifier that assigned 0.94 probability to the most frequent category (i.e., CT+) and 0.01 to the remaining categories would be much higher: 5.76.
The mean KL divergence of our model is 0.95 (SD 1.13) for the training data and 0.81 (SD 0.91) for the test data. The mean KL divergence for the baseline model is 1.58 (SD 0.57) for the training data and 1.55 (SD 0.47) for the test data. To assess whether our classifier is a statistically significant improvement over the baseline, we use a paired two-sided t-test over the KL divergence values for the two models. The t-test requires that both vectors of values in the comparison have normal distributions. This is not true of the raw KL values, which have approximately gamma distributions, but it is basically true of the log of the KL values: for the model's KL divergences, the normality assumption is very good, whereas for the baseline model there is some positive skew. Nonetheless, the t-test arguably provides a fair way to contextualize and compare the KL values of the two models. By this test, our model improves significantly over the lower bound (two-sided t = −11.1983, df = 129, p-value < 2.2e−16).
We can also compute precision and recall for the subsets of the data where there is a majority vote, i.e., where six out of ten annotators agreed on the same label. This allows us to give results per veridicality tag. We take as the true veridicality value the one on which the annotators agreed. The value assigned by the classifier is the one with the highest probability. Table V reports precision, recall, and F1 scores on the training (10-fold cross-validation) and test sets, along with the number of instances in each category. PR-and PS- items did not appear in the test data and were very infrequent in the training data, so we left them out. The classifier weights give insight into the interpretation of lexical markers. Some markers behave as linguistic theories predict. For example, believe is often a marker of probability whereas could and may are more likely to indicate possibility. But as seen in 3, world knowledge and other linguistic factors shape the veridicality of these items. The greatest departure from theoretical predictions occurs with the SAY category, which is logically non-veridical but correlates highly with certainty (CT+) in our corpus. Conversely, the class KNOW, which includes know, acknowledge, learn, is a marker of possibility rather than certainty. Our model thus shows that to account for how readers interpret sentences, the space of veridicality should be cut up differently than the lexicalist theories propose.
V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
We focus on two kinds of errors. First, where there is a majority label -a label six or more of the annotators agreed on -in the annotations, we can compare that label with the one assigned the highest probability according to our model. Second, we can study cases where the the annotation distribution diverges considerably from our model's distribution (i.e., cases with a very high KL-divergence).
For the majority-label cases, errors of polarity are extremely rare; the classifier wrongly assesses the polarity of only four events, shown in (8) . Most of the errors are thus in the degree of confidence (e.g., CT+ vs. PR+). The graphs next to the examples compare the gold annotation from the Turkers (the black bars) with the distribution proposed by the classifier (the gray bars). The KL divergence value is included to help convey how such values relate to these distributions. When the system missed CT-events, it failed to find an explicit negative marker, as in (8b), where (due to a parse error) never is treated as a dependent of the verb have and not of the reaching out event. Similarly, the system could not capture instances in which the negation was merely implicit, as in (8d), where the non-veridicality of the arresting event requires deeper interpretation that our feature-set can manage.
In (9), we give examples of CT+ events that are incorrectly tagged PR+, PS+, or Uu by the system because of the presence of a weak modal auxiliary or a verb that lowers certainty, such as believe. As we saw in section II, these markers correlates strongly with the PS categories. In the case of PR+ and PS+ events, all the erroneous values assigned by the system are CT+. Some explicit modality markers were not seen in the training data, such as potential in (10a), and thus the classifier assigned them no weight. In other cases, such as (10b), the system did not capture the modality implicit in the conditional. The only Uu events that the system correctly retrieved were antecedents of a conditional. For the other Uu events in (11) , the system assigned CT+ or PR+. The majority of Uu events proved to be very difficult to detect automatically since complex pragmatic factors are at work, many of them only very indirectly reflected in the texts. It is also instructive to look at the examples for which there is a large KL-divergence between our model's predicted distribution and the annotation distribution. Very often, this is simply the result of a divergence between the predicted and actual majority label, as discussed above. However, examples like (12) are more interesting in this regard: these are cases where there was no majority label, as in (12a), or where the model guessed the correct majority label but failed to capture other aspects of the distribution, as in (12b) and (12c). In (12a), the classifier is confused by an ambiguity: it treats hold as a kind of negation, which leads the system to assign a 0.78 probability to CT-. In (12b), there are no features indicating possibility, but a number of SAY-related features are present, which leads to a very strong bias for CT+ (0.86) and a corresponding failure to model the rest of the distribution properly. In (12c), the classifier correctly assigns most probability to PS+, but the rest of the probability mass is distributed between CT+ and PR+. This is another manifestation of the problem, noted above, that we have very few strong indicators of Uu. The exception to that is conditional antecedents. As a result, we do well with cases like (13) , where the event is in a conditional; the classifier assigns 70% of the probability to Uu and 0.15 to PS+. Overall the system assigns incorrect veridicality distributions in part because it misses explicit linguistic markers of veridicality, but also because contextual and pragmatic factors cannot be captured. This is instructive, though, and serves to further support our central thesis that veridicality judgments are not purely lexical, but rather involve complex pragmatic reasoning.
VI. CONCLUSION
We focused on the nature of event veridicality assessment. To do this, we extended FactBank [14] with veridicality annotations that are informed by context and world knowledge. While the two sets of annotations are similar in many ways, their differences highlight areas in which pragmatic factors play a leading role in shaping speakers' judgments. In addition, because each one of our sentences was judged by ten annotators, we actually have annotation distributions for our sentences, which allow us to identify areas of uncertainty in veridicality assessment. This uncertainty is so pervasive that the problem itself seems better modeled as one of predicting a distribution over veridicality categories, rather than trying to predict a single label. The predictive model we developed is true to this intuition, since it trains on and predicts distributions. Although automatically assigning veridicality judgments that correspond to speakers' intuitions when pragmatic factors are allowed to play a role is challenging, our classifier shows that it can be done effectively using a relatively simple feature set, and we expect performance to improve as we find ways to model richer contextual features.
These findings resonate with the notion of entailment used in the Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) challenges [23] , where the goal is to determine, for each pair of sentences
T, H , whether T (the text) justifies H (the hypothesis).
The original task definition draws on "common-sense" understanding of language [24] , and focuses on how people interpret utterances naturalistically. Thus, these entailments are not calculated over just the information contained in the sentence pairs, as a more classical logical approach would have it, but rather over the full utterance meaning. As a result, they are imbued with all the uncertainty of utterance meanings [25] , [26] , [27] . This is strongly reminiscent of our distinction between semantic and pragmatic veridicality. For example, as a purely semantic fact, might(S) is non-veridical with regard to S. However, depending on the nature of S, the nature of the source, the context, and countless other factors, one might nonetheless infer S. This pragmatic complexity is one of the central lessons of our new annotations.
